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Gifts of Sri Sai Baba Most Varied and Unique Pearls for Swans
By Sri Narasimha Swamiji
Gifts of Sri Sai Baba Most Varied and Unique
Pearls for Swans By Sri Narasimha Swamiji
We find ourselves awake at night, Disturbed
about another’s plight. Not things that have,
but things that might befall a loved one, out
of sight. We want to stretch protective arms,
or help by sounding out alarms, or even use
some ancient charms to obviate potential
harms. Our efforts seem go for naught, and
worry doesn’t help, we’re taught. It doesn’t
have the strength it ought, to do the job
our heart has sought. There is a way that we
many turn to seek the answers we should
learn, and get the strength for which we
yearn, provide the
cure for our concern.
“Newton’s dog, his fellowmen and Newton
all looked, at Nature and saw apples fall.
The first looked on and derived no benefit.
The second ran up and ate the fruits. Newton alone discovered the Law of Gravitation
which has served mankind, as a useful theory or hypothesis to explain many facts of
Nature.
All sorts of men and women have approached Sri Sai Baba. Some have returned
without any benefit. Some received much of
temporal goods with just
a taste of the spiritual; others, higher and
higher spiritual goods. Every one received
what he was fit to receive. Baba, the Universal mother that he was, impartially offered
his gifts, nay, scattered them before his visitors; but the crows picked up the offal and
the swans, the pearls.
6
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It was in accordance with the capacity, the
receptivity and the circumstances of each
visitor due to his Karma Rinanubandha, i.e.,
prenatal merits and ties,that Baba’s gifts were
effective; and hence spiritual benefits received from him are of a very varied description. Anything like an exhaustive statement
of them being impossible, we may content
ourselves here with a set or samples.
That Boundless Love:
When people talk of God, to most He is a
word and nothing more. They know how to
use it for their worldly purposes, nothing
what effect it has on the hearer. Convention
and current feeling invest its use with a certain dignity and telling force, especially in
oaths and curses. But how few have felt at all
or in any appreciable degree the sacred awe,
the first basis of the idea of the Holy or that
far higher feeling of all consuming all-sacrificing boundless Love! For too many have
been begotten or brought up in godless families amidst cheerless, cramped and darkened
surroundings where the words and conduct
of the parents, relations and friends are really a stifling negation of God,
conscience and the moral principle, sometimes nominally veiled by an occasional observance of forms of worship are reference
to God. Some of
these are at times candid enough to admit
and sometimes to bemoan the fact that they
could never conceive of, much less experience God in their lives.
Spiritual Rebirth, First step in God-Realisation: The greatest service Sri Sai rendered
and renders to mankind is to save such souls
October -2021

from their utter darkness, to show them the
existence in himself and elsewhere, of vast
power, vast knowledge, vast goodness and
self-forgetting
Love which blesses him that gives and him
that receives and to make them float on
waves of joy and happiness, hither to inexperienced. Rudely shaken from or terrified
out of their prolonged stupor and indifference they just receive a few gleams of light
into their sin soiled eyes, feel a glow of gratitude, love and other noble emotions in their
chilled hearts, begin their spiritual birth and
see or feel their God in Sai, their real Savior. For the first time, they get a rudimentary
idea of Sri Sai and know God. He is the giver
of the God-idea to
them and is God, in their view and it may be
their only God.
The benefit is by no means confined to this
class just described. Persons,who start life
better, fall into evil ways, get tainted by
wicked company, sunk in voice and sin from
drama and cinema songs and street talk,
lose their early innocence and receptivity,
become thoroughly care-hardened, sneer
at purity and piety and blatantly proclaim
their imperviousness to godly influence. To
such, Sai has many times restored, in some
degree, their lost innocence by making them
feel that they see God in him and in his devotees. Some cultured and English educated
persons that this writer met have confessed
to him that Baba, who has restored their
faiths, is God to them, that in their
present life of holiness the foregrounds are
fully occupied by Baba, and that Rama,
Krishna, Siva, Datta and Pandarinath get
their halo of glory through Baba. One lady
said “Krishna no doubt appeals to me and
attracts me. But Baba who often appears and
instructs me in visions is a hundred times
7
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more powerful”.
The need for a noble “Superman” that leads
one to God is at its height in the case of advanced spiritual aspirants who style him
their Samartha Sadguru and derive from
him the maximum benefit that a human
being can enjoy. Realisation of the Ishta devata, perpetual enjoyment of Heaven at His
feet,attainment of Adwaitic Bliss or Nirvana
Sukha can alike be had at the guru’s feet and
there alone.
Sri Sai Baba showered his benefits on thousands in a variety of ways. Some only of
these have been revealed to this writer; and
these may be a sample of his gift to others.
But one cannot be sure that the highest have
been yet made public. However that may be,
before proceeding to give a very brief sketch
of these, the writer has one request to make
or a warning to give. Persons who are great
admirers of particular saints, like Krishna
Chaitanya, Ramakrishna Paramahamsa,
Samartha Ramdas, Haranath or Thayumanava, should not judge others exclusively by
the life, teachings and methods of their saint
or hero. Let not Sri Sai Baba be measured
on the Procreates bed of any particular saint.
Sri Sai is a rare phenomenon by himself and
his services to Humanity, if judged calmly,
would be found great enough to require a
special corner in our pantheon and a readjustment of our ideas based wholly on a few
past examples. In the words of Browning (As
adapted) we must insist,
Our times are in His hand, Who said “A
whole I planned, past shows but half; Trust
God, see all, nor be afraid”. Add this to the
rest, Take it and try its worth. Attitude to
Suffering
Examine yourself, and you find that you deOctober -2021

serve all your suffering and more. You, Be satisfied with the condition in which God piecesSuffering becomes sweet when you are with Him. Comfort yourself with Him who holds you
fastened to the Cross. Consider sickness as coming from the hand of God, an act of mercy
designed to turn the mind inward. God is the one physician for all maladies: rely on other.
No Rely more on physic than on God, and you retard your own recovery. Put your whole
trust in Him, and lay aside all fears and cares.

Sri Naga Sai Duni Mandapam
Baba Darshan

Sri Naga Sai utsav murti Tamil New Year
Darshan
2021
Sri Naga
Sai Darshan
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Shama – Madhavrao Deshpande
By Vinny Chitluri

Sai Baba had told Shama that their association went back 72 generations, and to no
other devotee had Baba said such a thing.
Shama had a friendly bond with Baba and
took certain liberties with Him, which Baba
did not mind, but sadly Shama did not realize that Baba was a Divine Incarnation until
after Baba took Mahasamadhi:
Madhavrao Deshpande dearly called Shama by Baba was one of Baba’s most intimate
devotees. He can be likened to Arjuna to
Lord Krishna or Nandi to Shiva.
Shama was born to a Brahmin family in
December 1880 in Nimgaon. Shama was
the eldest son in the family and he had two
younger brothers – Kashinath Balwant and
Bappajee Balwant. His parents relocated
to Shirdi when Shama was two and stayed
there thenceforth. His mother was the sister
of Laxman Mama Kulkarni (another intimate devotee of Baba).
Shama studied in Shirdi and later became
an assistant teacher in a junior school which
was located in the room near Baba’s masjid
(Dwarakamai). Baba called Madhavrao either ‘Shama’ or ‘Shamyaa’ in a tone of love
and affection. The word ‘Shyam’ in Sanskrit
means black, but in a flawless and pleasing
tone. There was a small window in the classroom through which Shama used to watch
and observe Baba He soon realised Baba’s
remarkable powers and knew Baba was no
ordinary Fakir.
Shama used to address Baba as ‘Deva’ and
he often took liberties with Him. The oth9
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er devotees did not have the courage to ask
Baba to come and sit for lunch. But, Shama,
after the noon aarti would ask Baba to ‘get
up and go to his seat’ and make kaala (a mixture) of the prasad. Baba, without uttering a
word, would get up at once and sit near the
Nimbar.
Stories from the Shri Sai Satcharita:
One of the most important stories in the Sai
Satcharita (chapters 18 and 19) is the acceptance of Hemadpant by Baba and here,
Shama had an important role to play. Hemadpant was sent to Shama’s house for a
chitchat when Shama related the beautiful
story of Radhabai Deshmukh. Another story in the Sai Satcharita is about Bala Saheb
Mirikar and his escaping a snake bite as he
took Shama along with him to Chitale on
Baba’s suggestion (chapter 22).
Shama was a very intimate devotee of Baba
and Baba wanted to favour him in a particular way by giving him a copy of the Vishnu-Sahasra-Nam (a book giving a thousand
names in praise of Lord Vishnu and held
second in importance to Bhagwad Gita) as
Prasad. This was done in the following manner. Once, a Ramadasi (follower of Saint
Ramadas), came to Shirdi and stayed there
for a while. His daily routine was: waking
up early in the morning, having a bath and
after wearing saffron-coloured clothes and
besmearing himself with sacred ashes, he
would read the Vishnu-Sahasra-Nam and
Adhyatma-Ramayana with faith. The Ramadasi has read these books often and Baba
thought of favouring and initiating Shama
October -2021

with the Vishnu-Sahasra-Nam. He therefore, called the Ramadasi to Him and said
that He was suffering from intense stomach
pain and unless He took Senna-pods (sona-mukhi, a mild purgative drug) the pain
would not stop; so he should please go to
the bazaar and bring the drug. The Ramadasi closed his reading and went to the bazaar.
Then Baba descended from His seat, came
to the Ramadasi’s place of reading, took out
the copy of Vishnu-Sahasra-Nam, and coming to His seat said to Shama, “oh Shama,
this book is very valuable and efficacious,
so I present it to you, you read it. Once I
suffered intensely and My heart began to
palpitate and My life was in danger. At that
critical time, I hugged this book to My heart
and then, Shama, what a relief it gave me!
I thought that Allah Himself came down
and saved Me. So I give this to you, read it
slowly, little by little, read daily one name at
least and it will do you good.” Shama replied
that he did not want it, and that the owner of
it, the Ramadasi who was a mad, obstinate
and irritable fellow would certainly pick up
a quarrel with him, besides, being a rustic
himself, he could not read distinctly the
Sanskrit (Devanagari) letters of the book.
Shama thought that Baba wanted to set him
up against the Ramadasi by this act of His,
but he had no idea of what Baba felt for him.
Baba must have thought to tie this necklace of Vishu-Sahasra-Nam round the neck
of Shama, as he was an intimate devotee,
though a rustic, and thus save him from the
miseries of the worldly existence. The efficacy of God’s Name is well-known. It saves
us from all sins and bad tendencies, frees us
from the cycle of births and deaths. There is
no easier sadhana than this. It is the best purifier of our mind. It requires no parapher10
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nalia and no restrictions. It is so easy and so
effective. This sadhana, Baba wanted Shama
to practise, though he did not crave for it.
So Baba forced this on him. It is also reported that long ago, Eknath Maharaj, similarly,
forced this Vishnu-Sahasra-Nam on a poor
Brahmin neighbour, and thus saved him.
The reading and study of this Vishnu-Sahasra-Nam is a broad open way of purifying
the mind, and hence Baba thrust this on His
Shama.
Soon, the Ramadasi returned with the senna-pods. Anna Chinchanikar, who was then
present and who wanted to play the part of
Narada (the Celestial Rishi who was well
known for setting up quarrels between Gods
and demons and vice versa), informed him
of what had happened. The Ramadasi at
once flared up. He came down at once on
Shama with all fury. He said that it was Shama who set Baba to send him away under
the pretext of stomachache for bringing the
medicine and thus got the book. He began
to scold and abuse Shama and remarked that
if the book was not returned, he would dash
his head before him. Shama calmly remonstrated with him, but in vain. Then Baba
spoke kindly to him as follows, “oh Ramadasi, what is the matter with you? Why are you
so turbulent? Is not Shama our boy? Why do
you scold him unnecessarily? How is it that
you are so quarrelsome? Can you not speak
soft and sweet words? You read daily these
sacred books and still your mind is impure
and your passions uncontrolled. What sort
of a Ramadasi you are! You ought to be indifferent to all things. Is it not strange that
you should covet this book so strongly? A
true Ramadasi should have no ‘mamata’ (attachment) but have ‘samata’ (equality) towards all. You are now quarrelling with the
October -2021
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boy Shama for a mere book. Go, take your
seat, books can be had in plenty for money, but not men; think well and be considerate. What is the worth of your book? Shama
had no concern with it. I took it up Myself
and gave it to him. You know it by heart.
I thought Shama might read it and profit
thereby, and so I gave it to him.”
How sweet were these words of Baba, soft,
tender and nectar-like! Their effect was
wonderful. The Ramadasi calmed down
and said to Shama that he would take Panchratni’ Geeta in return. Shama was much
pleased and said – “Why one, I shall give
ten copies in return!” So the matter was ultimately settled. The question for consideration is “why should the Ramadasi press for
Pancharatni Geeta, the God whom he never
cared to know, and why should he, who daily
read religious books in the Masjid in front of
Baba, quarrel with Shama before Him?” We
do not know how to apportion the blame
and whom to blame. We only say that, had
this procedure been not gone through, the
importance of the subject, the efficacy of
God’s name and the study of Vishnu- Sahasra-Nam would not have been brought home
to Shama. So we see that Baba’s method of
teaching and initiating was unique. In this
case Shama did gradually study the book
and mastered its contents to such an extent
that he was able to explain it to Professor
G.G. Narke, M.A. of the College of Engineering, Poona, the son-in-law of Shriman
Booty and a devotee of Baba (paraphrased
from the Shri Sai Satcharitra Chapter 27).
Once, a devotee named Mrs. Aurangabadkar, requested Shama to help her open her
heart out to Baba for a cure for infertility.
Shama waited for the right opportunity and
12
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one day when Baba was in a cheerful mood,
He pinched Shama’s cheek. Shama pretended to be offended. Baba then said, “in all the
seventy-two generations that we have been
together, have I ever touched you? Just try
and remember,” thus indicating that their
Rinanubandh spanned for a period of seventy generations (Shri Sai Satchatira Chapter 36). Baba, eventually did bless Mrs. Aurangabadkar and she was blessed with a son.
Baba cures Shama on several occasions –
one such incident:
Once, Shama was suffering from an eye infection. His eyes were red, swollen and watered profusely. He tried various ointments
and pills. But the infection went from bad to
worse. The swelling increased and the pain
became quite unbearable. At last he went to
Baba and confronted Him. Baba asked him
if all was well. This upset him very much and
hence he said angrily, ‘Deva I haven’t seen
such a callous and unconcerned God like
you. You cure the whole of humanity. For
the last four days I am in agony. My eyes are
swollen, watering continuously and the pain
is unbearable. Because of the throbbing I am
crying, shouting and dying of pain, but you
are oblivious to this. Aren’t you ashamed of
Yourself? Are you blind? Are you deaf too?
What use is such a God? If by tomorrow
my eyes are not cured, I will drive you out
of the Dwarakamai or my name is not Shama’. To this Baba said in Marathi language
‘Ugach, vat vat karu nakos Shamyaa, saath
meeryanch daane ugaal aani de doolyath
ghalun mange bhag thuje doole vingaavani
hothil’ (meaning Shyama, don’t grumble
for nothing. Take seven black pepper seeds
and boil them in some water and put this in
your eyes. And your eyes will become crysOctober -2021

tal clear. Here take this Udi and go). These
words of Baba further infuriated Shama.
Hence he told Baba, ‘Deva do you think
you are very smart? Where on earth did you
learn this Vaidgiri? I will put the pepper in
my eyes and my eyes will burst. How great
is your prescription? It’s a prescription only
to burst people’s eyes’. To which Baba calmly
said, ‘Don’t act smart Shamyaa. Go and do
what I said, and if your eyes don’t become
clear then you can get angry’. Although Shama shouted at Baba he had utmost faith in
Baba and His words. Shama did as directed
by Baba and at that very moment Shama’s
eyes became crystal clear.
Shama visits Trilok:
Once Shama asked Baba whether there really was a ‘Trilok’. He asked Baba if there was
a Brahma Lok, Vishnu Lok and Shiv Lok.
To this Baba replied in the affirmative. Shama immediately said, “Arre Deva why don’t
you show it to me?”. Shama insisted on seeing Trilok. Then Baba asked him to close
his eyes and then open them. And lo! Shama could see Brahma Lok. He saw the most
beautiful, ornate diamond studded throne
on which Lord Brahma was sitting. He was
holding court with his minstrels. They too
were sitting on beautiful, golden chairs studded with gems. There was so much gold and
gems that it was indescribable. Baba said,
“Shama this is Satya Lok, and this is Brahma Dev”. Baba then asked him to open and
close his eyes again and He showed him
Vaikunth Lok. Lastly He showed him Shiv
Lok. Each time Shama saw one of the Loks,
Baba explained to him what he was seeing
and who the presiding deity was. Shama was
overwhelmed by what he saw. He was slightly frightened and at the same time joyful to
13
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see the abundance of wealth and opulence.
Again Baba emphasised, “Shama all this is
not for us, our goal is quite unusual”. Shama could see all this because Baba gave him
Divya Drishti (Cosmic Vision).
Shama’s spiritual journey and other lessons:
Baba distributed vast amounts of money on
a daily basis to many devotees. But, He did
not give any money to Shama. Instead, Baba
gave him spiritual gifts that were invaluable.
Baba often gave him religious books, Pothis
and Shama read and reread them with great
zeal. The other spiritual gift that Baba gave
Shama was to send him on pilgrimages. Shama travelled across the length and breadth
of India and visited many Holy places like
Kashi, Char Dham and Jagannath Puri.
Everyday Baba received many letters and
Shama would read them aloud to Baba.
And, according to Baba’s orders, would reply
to them. If any devotee sent money Shama
used to go to the post office, collect the money and hand it over to Baba. Once a devotee
had sent a money order of two rupees. Shama went and collected the money from post
office. But while returning from the post
office, he changed his mind and came and
hid the money atop the Rath room inside
Dwarakamai. The omnipresent Baba knew
this but did not utter a word to Shama. But
after few days, disaster struck. One night
there was a theft in Shama’s house and the
thief robbed him of two hundred fifty rupees. Shama searched for the money everywhere and later reported the matter to the
police, but to no avail. Then in desperation
he went to Baba and said, “Baba there was
a theft in my house and the thief stole two
hundred and fifty rupees. Do you feel good
October -2021
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about this? That a poor man like me lost so
much money. Arre Deva who can I tell my
tale of woe to, but you?”. To this Baba calmly
said, “Arre Shamyaa what is the matter? Because there was a theft, and you lost money,
you came to Me with your complaint. But
when My two rupees were stolen to whom
should I complain?”. Shama immediately
understood the meaning of Baba’s words.
Baba further said to Shama “the value of two
hundred and fifty rupees for a poor man like
you, has the same value of two rupees to a
Fakir like Me.”
Shama did not perform any ritualistics pooja
to Baba like many other devotees. But, he had
intense faith in Baba. This faith is impossible
to describe. Shama had utter, one pointed,
concentrated and selfless devotion towards
Baba. Shama used to perform Sai Nama Japa
with every breath that he took. This has been
mentioned very clearly in Khaparde’s diary.
The entry for 8th December 1911 states as
follows: “Madhavarao Deshpande was here
and fell asleep. I saw with my own eyes and
heard with my own ears what I only read
about but never experienced. With every
outgoing and indrawing breath, comes the
clear sound of ‘Sainath Maharaj, Sainath
Baba’. This sound is still clearer when Madhavrao snores as the words can be heard at a
distance. This is really wonderful”.

Shama’s house is situated towards the right
bylane while going from Dwarakamai to the
Bazaar. After Shama, this house was looked
after by his son Udhav Rao Deshpande who
breathed his last on 27th June 1998. Udhav
Rao stated that he was a young lad before
Baba’s Mahasamadhi and often he would
play with Baba. Baba loved children a lot,
and he spent many evenings playing with
Baba. Once Shama asked Baba, “what would
happen to this child?”. It is stated that Baba
said, “he will grow up in the Masjid and that
there will be no dearth of funds for his livelihood”. Now the widow of Udhav Rao Smt.
Kusuma looks after this ancestral house.
This house is very sacred as Baba gave him
various books to keep and read. There is a
statue of Ganapati towards the right hand
corner in the main room and it is said that
this Ganapati was given by Baba. There are
some original photographs of Baba (going
to Lendi Bagh and Baba sitting with Shama
to his left and Mahalsapati to his right).
Life lessons to be learned from Shama:
Baba’s words are THE truth. There is nothing beyond that. Just trust Him.

Shama’s passing away and his house:
Shama was quite a healthy villager and lived
upto 80 years. On 15th April 1944, Wednesday at about twelve noon Shama lost consciousness. And on the next day i.e. Thursday, 16th April 1944 at night Shama breathed
his last and became one with his Sadguru.
15
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The Power of Prayer
By Sri Radhakrishna Swamiji
It is becoming more and more complex.
From morning till night, it is a rat race, but
the irony of it is, even at the end, we remain
rats only! Isn't it a pathetic situation? Oxen
tied to the post revolve round and round
mechanically and the condition of many
people is no different - turning round and
round, making no progress!
This is hard truth but not impossible to wriggle
out. One way is to be aware of our actions. This
requires us to think and set our goal. This is not
enough and we ought to combine this with another
powerful technique. God has not left us in wilderness. He stands by the stream of karma and lifts
us up from the whirlpools of life. He gave us tools
potent enough to match the ordeal on hand. One
such tool is 'Prayer' - a complete and an effective
method. Holding that we are alone in this world,
zeroes we are, but endowed with the understanding that the Lord is with us, we turn into heroes.
Ideally, prayer is a longing for God - a bridge laid
to reach the realm of God, a bond that unites
both. In the back drop of our own negativity we
need the shield of God's umbrella to live our lives
fearlessly. Thus, in practice, prayer is, finding a true
friend and companion of all times, in God. Prayer
helps us to communicate and plead with God. That
is why Sai Baba said: "You look to Me; I look to
you". He also assured us: "Cast your burden on Me,
I shall surely carry it".
When we are at the crossroads of indecision,
sincere prayers point the right road. Then prayer is
not a mere practice, but is as natural as breathing!
Prayer need not be rehearsed speech or a jugglery
of words. It need not take a formal expression
either. Silent communion with God is enough, as,
in that state, the mind turns tranquil and serves as
a conduit to carry our message to God. Only we
should be sensitive to perceive the answers, which
arrive in a variety of ways.
When we recite Vishnu Sahasra Namam or say
'Namo Narayanaya', we are saluting to the Supreme
Lord with reverence and love. Even if the chanting
16
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were mechanical, it does not matter much, as the
verbal expression is endowed with potency. Let us
not doubt as to whether God hears our prayers
or not. He does and enters the scene only at the
appropriate time that is best for us. A person usually looks up for God when he is in rough weather. Unable to bear the pangs of life, he relies on a
power higher than he does. Trials and tribulations
give him wisdom, strength and devotion. When
my Guru, Sri Narasimha Swamiji, was admitted in
the General Hospital at Madras for a fracture of the
thigh bone, after an accidental fall in 1953, he had
converted his ward into a miniature Sai Mandir. He
tolerated the pain with a smile!

There There is nothing wrong if a prayer
starts off for one's own betterment, as in
course of time it covers his family members and later extends to his fellow beings
in society, as he begins to perceive the Lord
dwelling in all beings. Look at the gigantic
Banyan tree and the sprawling branches it
spreads, as it grows. Prayers made for others,
their happiness and well-being, goodwill
and peace to the world at large, are appreciated and quickly responded to, by God, in
the form of granting the devotee an expanded awareness.
Surrender to God is the toughest thing to accomplish. If a person says outwardly that he has
surrendered to God's will but in day-to-day life
quarrels with everyone on petty causes, he has not
understood what 'surrender' means. Look at others
with God's eyes, is the instruction. We must develop an euonymus vision in all our activities, under
all circumstances. We may fail
repeatedly in this arduous task, as the old 'samskaras' would raise their ugly hoods quite often, but
let us strive to rise every time we fail.
Curbing the ego, therefore, forms the basic discipline when we tread on the path of spirituality.
An egotistic man is possessive and cannot bow his
head when he comes across personalities endowed
with wisdom. Unless he cultivates a loving attitude
October -2021

towards existence as a whole and shares a part of what he has with others, he soon abandons his efforts in a
huff. One need not be a man of letters to pray. In God's vision, there is no low or high - a prince or pauper
is held in the same esteem. Patience and perseverance of a high order are needed in cultivating this art. Let
us chant His name as Hanuman kept on chanting Rama's name always.

Sri Naga Sai Mandir Saibaba Painting
Darshan
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Guru Purnima 2021 Utsav
24th July 2021
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Krishna Janmashtami Darshan 30-Aug-2021
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